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Exciting new products
Clean Touch

The carefree that you have long
yearned for

Urban Rustic

Enhance that authentic raw feel

Dong Jo

Masterpiece of wood perfection

DAH-G01 DJ

Issue I
We are often influenced by colors, designs
and shapes around us. We can choose to
change them to reflect our preference,
style and personality. These are Melatone’s
motto in bringing the world the latest
inspiration, colors and designs of the
creative minds, and upcoming trend in the
design world.

Exhibitions

In this newsletter, we bring you our latest
product information and highlight of our
trade shows held in Korea and Thailand.
Happy reading and hope it will evoke
your design inspiration to better the
world around us.

Korea Build 2016
Thailand Architect ‘16

Issue I

Exhibitions
KOREA
Korea Build (KH Housing Fair)
Korea Build 2016 is the most
important trade fair in Korea for
furniture, home interior, building
and
construction
industry
attracting more than 100,000
visitors.
In this trade show, Melatone has
showcased their latest design
trends and new products.
Booth was set in a gallery café
ambience, presented to the
visitors a fresh new lifestyle
experience. It has won them

the most outstanding booth
design amongst all participated
companies.
Korea Build is particularly
important to Korea domestic
market as there is plan to build
a futuristic high tech city and
abreast of it, old industrial parks
in 25 districts are designated
to be rejuvenated. Melatone’s
products
and
development
are ready to play a part in the
transformation.

THAILAND
Architect’16
In 2015, Melatone opened its 1st overseas branch in
Bangkok. Since then, Thailand market has become
increasingly important to their presence in Asia.
Participation in Architect Expo has made all sense as
it is Asean largest building technology exposition, and
most of all a platform for Melatone to network with their
supporting clients from local architects and interior
designers segments as well as touch base with new
and potential clients from local and nearby regions.

Find us
Customer Center +82 032-811-8620
Fax +82 032-723-7779
enquiry@melatone.co.kr
@MelatoneThailand
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